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significant quality-of-life
impact it has on sufferers,

tinnitus remains largely
untreated and often

effectively untreatable.
While there is no

recognized medical cure for
tinnitus, there are a

number of sound therapies
and tinnitus management
techniques that have been
developed and are used to
assist tinnitus patients in
reducing the perceptual
and emotional distress
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tÃ¯â€�â–Â» Â�Ã¯â€�â–Â» Â¯Ã¯â€�â–Â»An atomic
force microscope (AFM) is widely used in recent
years as a surface observation apparatus that

performs surface observation with a high resolution
and high sensitivity by scanning a sharp probe
having a short length to a sample surface. An
example of the AFM is disclosed in Japanese

Unexamined Patent Application Publication No.
2003-309879. The AFM described in Japanese

Unexamined Patent Application Publication No.
2003-309879 includes a cantilever having a base

end coupled to a piezoelectric element as a driving
section, and a probe tip coupled to a front end of

the cantilever. The AFM further includes a scanner
formed by a piezoelectric element, a lever that

includes a lever body having a base end coupled to
the piezoelectric element, and a tip lever that

includes the probe tip coupled to a front end of the
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lever body and is movable in an X direction in
parallel to the base end. The AFM further includes a
top plate for scanning in X direction and a bottom

plate for scanning in Y direction, and the probe tip is
moved in X direction and in Y direction while a

sample is scanned by the top plate and the bottom
plate by the scanner, and then a displacement

amount of the probe tip on the sample surface is
detected by a displacement detecting section. The
AFM further includes a contact detecting section

having an elastic body formed of a sample, a
bottom plate on which the elastic body is placed,
and an elastic body support section for supporting
the elastic body. The elastic body support section
includes an X axis beam extending in Y direction,

and a Y axis beam extending in X
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